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detective byomkesh bakshy! is a film that filled me to the brim. it is the kind of film
that i will recall and savour, flaws and all. the pacing is languorous, and in the

second-half, the stutters become obvious. the mata hari like mukherjee is perfectly
accoutered, ivory-handled pistol and all. she is the eye-catching glamour quotient of
the film; the good girl, played by menon, has a couple of moments too. but this is a
film that is put into motion and charged by its men, and its biggest weakness is its
leading man: sushant singh rajput plays at being byomkesh, getting in some well-
judged gum-shoeing glee in places, but never quite fills in the outlines. detective
byomkesh bakshy!, ending with a y and an exclamation mark, is a pure dibakar

banerjee creation. which is to say that it is pointless trying to compare it with other
renditions of the famous fictional sleuth, so beloved of bengalis and other fans of

period crime fiction: banerjee imbues his tale of the eponymous private eye with a
noir-ish, jazzy flash which is all his. byomkesh bakshy! full movie hd

720pl2015-02-19t18:40:22+05:30 byomkesh bakshy! full movie hd 720pldetective
byomkesh bakshy! full movie hd 720pl in changing the behavior of his byomkesh,

dibakar banerjee makes his intentions clear right from the start. detective
byomkesh bakshy! doesnt mean to be another direct translation of a saradindu

story on screen. and because of that the film goes beyond a whodunit, it transcends
its own genre. its not just the story that is unraveling, but the detective too. hes not
an objective crime solver, going about his duty. he has become a part of the crime
that is continuously unfolding and he is in trouble too. so its more of an adventure

than just clinically solving a case.
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byomkeshs first case, the disappearance of bhuvan, leads him to a japanese lady and a chinese
gang, the opium trade in chinatown and the underworld that thrives in it. bhuvan is a young man,

who is about to get married and commit himself to his life. his disappearance, no one is talking about
it, and both the police and byomkesh are left clueless. so byomkesh decides to take it upon himself
to investigate this case, and it turns out to be far more complicated than he thought it would be. the

case also has its tragic end and as byomkesh goes after the man who has killed bhuvan, he finds
himself in a situation where he has to choose between his country and his family. and this is when

the film is at its most poignant. byomkesh makes an inevitable decision to call off his search for
bhuvan, but he finds that it isnt easy to do that. the film has two endings. in one, byomkesh gets

absolved of all his crimes and takes bhuvans place in the wedding ceremony, and in the other
byomkesh gets arrested for a crime he didnt commit. the film has a deliberate ambiguity about the

ending, and bhuvans ghost hovers over the entire film, reminding byomkesh of his guilt, and the film
ends with a triumphant byomkesh declaring that, after all he may not be a detective, but he is a

proud indian. the story unfolds over a span of just six months, starting from the time byomkesh first
takes up the case of bhuvan, and ending with the final scene. but this is not the only way in which

the film unfolds. byomkesh sometimes gets into situations where he doesnt have a choice, and then
even if he does have a choice, its not easy for him to make a decision. he hesitates, hes torn, but

eventually he makes a choice, and the film resolves itself in the end. banerjee isnt an
experimentalist. he doesnt jump around all over the city, from one location to another, or make a
film where the camera is physically placed in a location, in the way that other filmmakers do. the

camera is with byomkesh, its his location, and banerjee wants us to see what he sees and feel what
he feels. this is one reason why the screenplay is so strong - it has no fluff. it has the same amount
of incidents as a feature film, but it has the power to last through the film. its a film with a sense of

continuity. 5ec8ef588b
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